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M E T H O D  O F  M E A S U R I N G  

GEODETIC BASES 

BY MEANS OF COLBY'S COMPENSATED BARS. 

Of t h e  processes connccted with a trigonometrical survey of a country, t h e  first consists 
i n  the measurement of the  distance betwecn two points : this distance forms a base, t o  which the  
whole extent of country surveyed is t o  be referred and gives a xueans of verifgiug the  results of 
the angular measures. 

The measurement of a base though generally undertalten first, need not necessarily precede 
the angnlar observations; i t  can bc equally well done after completion of the  other portions 
of the work. T l ~ e  measurement is generally expressed i n  terms of the stnndard of length of the  
couutry i n  whicll the  operations are carried on, though the  actual measurement, i n  the  first 
instance, may have been givcn i n  terms of some other staudard. 

The standards used in Indin are t h e  i ron standard bar  A of 1 0  feet, and the  brass standard 
bar A of 6 inches, both originally the property of the Hon. East India  Company. 

The method which has hcen employed a t  all Base-Line Operntions of the Survey of India  
since 1830, is that  originally instituted by Major-Gcncral Colby, i n  \vhich the measurement is  
performed with an apparatus of compcnsatcd bars and microscopes invented by him i n  1827. This 
npparatlis is constructctl on tllc prinriple of eliminating the  errors arising fro111 changes of 
temperature I)y compensation or  self-correction. I t  consists of a set of six compensated bars 
and scvcn microscol~es (see fig. I )  and is adaptcd t o  measure 63 feet a t  one time, the  length 

cach bar 1)eillg 1 0  fcct, t l ~ a t  by each intermediate microscope 6 inches and that  by each 
microscope 3 inches. From the ends of each bar, stecl tongues project transversely 

and hnve dots marked on  them, mhosc distance apart is tlle t rue measuring length of the  bar. 
This distance by the peculiar construction of the bar remains constsnt for  all changes of tempera- 
ture. 
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The apparatus is used as follows :-The set of six bars is accurately laid, so that the cornpen. 
sation dots are all in the line to be measured. Tlie bars are riot placed in contact nor is the dot 
a t  tlle rear end of the set made to coincide with the point m:rrlring the end of tlie base-line. They 
are so placed that the dot at the end of one bar is 6 inches from the dot at the end of the next 
and the dot a t  the rear end of the set, 3 inches from the terminal poiut of the base. 

The bars having been carefully aligned and levelled, the distances from the dot on one bar 
to  the dot on the next and from the end dot to the terminal point of the base, are accurately 
measurer1 by melbns of microscopes. At the forward end, a dot OII a slabof iron or stone registers 
the end of the set. The distancc, 3 inches, from the dot at the forward end of the bars to this 
register dot, is measured by a microscope. 

The register having been accurately placed, a record of the measurement is entered in the 
field book, the set of bars is moved and the measurement continued from the register dot in exactly 
tlie same manner as it was commenced from the mark a t  the end of the base. This process is 
continued till tlie measurement closes on the mark a t  the other end of the base-line. 

From the record of the number of sets of bars and the length of the residual small 'distance, 
supposing the base not to he an exact number of sets of bars in length, the length of the base can 
be determined. This residual distance can be measured by means of a scale and a beam compass. 

Description of Bars. 

The hypothesis on which the construction of the bars is based is as follows :-Let the two 
lines A H aud A' 13' (see fig. 2) be firmly united at thc points A and A' so as not to admit of 
lo~~gitllrliual movement on that side, and let a third line D p p' cut these two lines ill p and p'. 
Then if these points p and p' are supposed to move outwards from A and A' respectively into new 
positions p, p', , p, p', so that, 

i t  is maniEest that the point D will be a nodal or neutral point, in which all the lines drawn through 
p', p,, p', p,, etc, must meet. 

If now A B and A' B' are respectively sections in the plane of the paper of bars of iron 
ant! brass and if Dp  and Dp' are in the ratio of tlie cxparisious of these metals (2 : 3 ncarly), the11 
a9 tllc p o i ~ ~ t s  p and p' will recerle from or approach to A A' also in that proportion, from the 
effect of variation of temperature, me have before us the case above mentioned. 

But it mill he remarked that the same l~ypothesis requires, when reduced to practice, that 
if Dpp' be the section of the tongue of metal joining the bars, its expansion must bc such that, 

DPI = 9 2  = I)p 
Wl p Dp' ' 

A similar state of things must exist on the othcr side of AA', so that if D and Dl are 
two dots similarly situated with respect to AA', 1,ut on opposite siclcs of that line, the distance 
between them will be invariable and uot liable to  be affected by changes of temperature. 

The practical fulfilment of the ahove hypothesis is as follows :-Two bars, one of b 1 . a ~ ~  
and one of hammered iron, each 10.1 feet iu length, 0.55 inch in brcadth and 1 . 5  inches in 
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depth nearly, are  firmly clamped 1.3 inchcs &part, a t  their centres by two transverse steel 
cylinders so that any expansion arising from change of temperature must have effect towards t h e  
extremities (see fig. 3). 

A t  each extremity the  bars are  connected by a flat iron tongue, one end of which projects 
horizontally, transversely t o  the  length of the bars. This tongue, 6.3 inches long, 0.25 inches thick 
and of a breadth tapering from 1.1 inches t o  0.6 i~ iches  is attached by pivots in  such a manner as t o  
permit the bars.to expand freely, while the tongue oscillates on the pivots. Thc attachment of the  
brass bar is made ilear t h e  broad end of the  tongue, while the narrow end projccts to  a distance of 
3.4 inclies beyor~cl the  iron bar. The true neutral or compensation point is marlted by a small dot 
on a silver pin near the extremity of each tongue and the  distance between these compensation 
dots is the true measuring length of the bar. 

The compound bar thus formed is  enclosed i n  a deal case and each component rests, a t  one 
fourth and three fourths of its length, on  brass rollers having raised flanges t o  prevent lzrteral 
motiou, each revolving on  au :&xis fixed into tlie deal case. Longitudinal motion of tlie bar  is 
prevented by a brass stay fixed firmly t o  the  bottom of the box at  its centre aud projecti~ig up- 
wards between the  two steel cylinders by which t h e  bars are  rigidly connected a t  their centres. 

A t  the centre of tlie bars a spirit level is attached parallel t o  the  direction of the  bars and 
is read through a glass windolv i n  the  lid of the box. 

The tongues a t  each end project about 2 inches beyond the  side of the  box next the  iron bar, 
and are protected by I~rass  caps or nozzles provided mith sliding pieces which may be turned 
round, thereby disclosing a circular apcrture tllrougli which the compeusation dots may be viewed. 

The box enclosing the bars is also provided with mountings for  a pair of cross-levels. It 
mould have been a great improvement if, instead of these levels fitted to  the outer case, two small 
cross-levels had been fncd  to  tlie bars themselves a t  a quarter of the  whole length from each 
extremity aud admittiug of inspection i n  the  same manner as the  longitudinal level. 

The bars admit of n o  adjustment and all that  can be done is t o  ascertain the  readings of 
the two ends of the bubble whcu the plane passing through the dots is l ior izo~~tal .  

To  accomplish this, let tlie bar  be raised t o  a convenient I~eight ,  so that  the dots may be 
on a levcl with tlle eyr  of au observer, mlicn loolcing throngli tlie telescope of a n  instrument 
which has a motion in az im~r t l~ .  Lcycl this instrument by means of its owl1 level. To render of 
no effect any small verlical error in  tlie line of collimation of tlic telescope arid t o  avoid the  nccessity 
of altering the focal Ic~igth, the point selected for  tlie instrument to stand ovcr should be such as 
to  form an iso\celes t r i a ~ ~ g l e  with those vertically beueatli tlie two corupensation dots. W i t h  t h e  
instrr~mcut in  this position aiid duly levelled, let i t  be directed i n  its liorizontal position first t o  
one dot and tlieil to  t l ~ c  otllcr, a minute cone of brass bei i~g placed over eacli dot a t  the time of 
ohsel.vation by way of afl'ortl~ng n clearly dcfinerl ol~ject.  The clots by means of vcrtical screws 
nnder cach end of thc l ~ n r ,  call be raised or  lowered till they are  in a horizontal position. T h e  
level can now bc read and its error determined. 

Comparison of Bars with a Standard of Length. 

The compensation l ~ a r s  are never trusted to retain an invariable length, hnt are frequently 
compalqed with one of tlic 10-foot Stnudard ljars, i n  the process of the measuremelit of cacli 
haye liue. And tliis is tllc more ncccss;~ry in ordcr to g~lnrd  against thc errors ~vliicli may 
haye been made iu fixing the compensation points, as well as those which may arise from oue 
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component acqniring a different temperature from the other, in the course of the diurnal changes 
of temperature under which the operations are carried on. I t  is evident that these errors will be 
eliminated, if the comparisons with the standard are made under precisely the same coliditions as 
those which obtain during the measurement. 

The comparisons between the compensation bars and the standard bar are conducted as 
follows :-On the top of two carefully isolatect masonry pillars, about 10 fect apart from centre to 
ceutre, two micrometer microscopes are securely placed (see fig. 4). These microscopes are, in 
the first instance, placed at a distance apart approximately equal to  the length of the standard bar. 

Between these pillars is a low masonry platform also isolated. On this rests a strong 
wooden frame, carrying two iron guides placed at right angles to  the line joining the celltres of 
the pillars. On these guides, a strong wooclen traveller moves on four small rollers. At  each end 
of the traveller next the pillars, are placed two brass carriers termed " camels" (see fig. 4'). 

On these camels, the cradles of which can be raised or lowered as well as traversed longi- 
tudinally and tra~rscersely, the standard bar and the bar under comparison are placed, the camels 
of the latter being raised on blocks of wood 22 inches high. 

The mountings of the microscopes project from the faces of the pillars sufficiently far to 
allow of the traveller being moved so as to  bring the bar, outermost in position, under the micro- 
scopes, without the innermost bar being in any way touched or disturbed by the pillar. The inner- 
most bar is usually the standard, the compensatioll bar beiug placed outermost on the traveller 
with the tongues towards the standard. The tangent screw of the compensated bar's camel should 
be beside tliat of the standard's camel. 

This arrangement admits of the compensation bars being brought under the microscopes in 
succession and compared against the standard, without having to move this latter or to disturb it 
in auy way after it has once been levelled and brougllt into focus under the microscop~s. The 
distance apart of the nlicroscopes should be such that the dots on the staudard bar come well 
into the centres of their fields. 

Both microscopes are furnished with micrometers and i t  is convenient to  arrange that the 
zeros of these micrometers are either both inside or both outside the dots on the bar. The com- 
putations are therelly simplified in that the micrometer readings are both of the same sign relative 
to  the distance apart of the microscopes. 

The micrometer should be so placed with regard to the microscope, that, in bringing the 
movable wire from the zero up to the dot in the field, the micrometer head shews increasing read- 
ings. This condition will be obtained if, 

( i ) When the dots are in reality both outside the zeros, the micrometer heads of 
the two microscopes are turned towards one another. 

( i i  ) When the dots are both inside the zeros, the micrometer heads are turned away 
from one another. 

When the movable wire is set at zero, it shoul? be in the vertical axis of the instrument, 
that is, the line of collimation when the wire is set at zero shollltl he coincident wit11 this 
axis. To effect this, level the microscope, in every po~ition of the attached level, by means of the 
capstan-headed screw ~vhich take the place of foot-screws ant1 take readings, of the centre of the 
dot in two positions of the microscopc differing by 180° in azimuth. Set thc wire at the mcan of 
these readings. Traverse the bar till the dot is again bisected, and then, keeping the wire on the 
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The microscopes, bars and tl~ermometers having all been placed and adjusted, tlre corn, 
parisons are then made as folioms :- 

The first bar for comparison is placed on the camel. The traveller is run in till the doh 
come into the fields of the microscopes. By means of the elevating screws of the camels, the bar 
is  raised or lowered till the dots are in good focus. The traveller is again drawn out till the dots 
of the standard come into view. The bar is then traversed by the traversing screws of the camels 
orer the small amount necessary to bring the defining marks on the silver dots between the two 
fixed longitudinal wires of the microscopes, these marks being a t  the same time on the proper side 
of t he  micro~neter zero point so as to simplify the computations as mentioned on page 6, 

The thermometers are then read in the following order :-(i) those in the standard bar, 
(ii) those in the bar B, (iii) tlie tl~ermometers freely suspended in air close to the ends of the bars. 
The time is noted and the micrometer readings of the marks on the dots of the standard bar are 
taken and recorcled. The traveller is  then moved over and readings are taken on the compensation 
dots of the bar under comparison. This bar is then removed and the otherbars placed in position 
and read in succession. The standard is again read and last of all the thermometer readings and 
the time noted. This completes one set of comparisons and should not take more than 20 minutes. 
If a longer time is likely to elapse betweell tlie beginning and completion of the set the thermo- 
meters should be read in the middle. 

As many sets of comparisons as possible should be taken. They must Be talzen both before 
and after the measurement of the base and if the latter occupies any considerable amount of time, 
they should also be taken in the middle. 

The number of sets taken a t  Cape Comorin Base-line mas as f o l l ~ w s  :- 

before 1st measurement . . . . 33 

after 1st n . . . .  39 
before 2nd N . . . .  39 

after 2nd w . . . .  40 

before 3rd ;# . . . . 4 0  

after 3rd )t . . . . M  

before 4 th  j t  . . . .  40 

after 4th j ? . . . ,  40 

Description of Microscopes. 

When two or more bars are used contiguously, there will be as has been s J d ,  a space of 
about 6 inches between the formarci dot of one bar and the rear dot of the next bar. This distance 
requires to be measured as accurately as that between the dots of each bar, and the of 
compensation, which has been above dcscribed, has here been put into practice. 

I f  two microscopes be nnited together by two bars a hrnss one near theeye-en& and an. 
iron one near the object-end, in such a manner that the distances from the external focal points to 
the two points of fixture may he in the ratio of the expansions of these metals, then t11e.two focfil 
p l o t 8  become ~leutral  pointe and the length of the imaginary line between them ~ 1 1 1  uot be 
effected by changes of temperature. 
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The bars uniting the two microscopes are perforated in the middle, and through these 
prforations and firmly fixed there, passes the tube of an intermediate telescope, the line of colli- 
mation of which is unaffected by changes of temperature. 

The microscopes, united by the two bars, can revolve on the vertical axis of the central 
telescope, the male nxis being the tube of this telescope and the female axis, a tube attached to a 
horizontal plate and standing vertically over a tr ibnch perforated ill the middle. The trihrach 
has three levelling screws and is furnisl~ed mith adjusting screws giving both longitudinal and 
lateral moverrlent to the system of microscopes. To the latter and revolving mith it, is attached 
a level parallel to the line joining the foci of tlie microscopes. On the side opposite to the level, 
there is  fitted a small telescope capable of being turned over in altitude. This also should be  
prallel to the li~re joining the foci. 

When in use, the levelling screws of the tribrach fit into the V's of a three armed bracket. 
One arm of the latter is longer than the others, and by this it is attached by screws to a brass 
plate on the end of the box enclosing the compensated bar. The attaching screws work through 
slots in the arm so as to allow of a smdl  lateral movement of the bracket if required. 

Each microscqe is furnished mith a brass scale fitted t o  a base-board. On the scale there are 
two small silver dots whose distance apart is approximately 6 inches at 62' F. the true value being 
given at page (32) of Volume I of the Accou~it of the Operations of the G. T. Survey. Close to each 
dot is fixed a small brass pyramid for aligning the dots as will be explained later. A thermometer 
can be attached to the brass scale, to determine the temperature of the metal, for computing the 
distance between the dots a t  the time of observation At one end of the scale there is a micro- 
meter screw, carrying a small plate. This latter has a c i r c u l , ~  aperture furnished with cross wires 
protected by a thin lamina of mica. These cross wires can be made to intersect the dot when the 
micrometer screw is nearly at the centre of its run. Domn the inner sides of the brass pyramids 
there is a black line, which when tlie pyramids are attached to  the scale, should be carefully made 
to coiucide with the line joining the dots, 

Adju-stment of the Microscopes. ' 

The several adjustments of the microscopes are :- 

(1.) Adjusting the microscopes over the dots. of the brass scale. 

(2.) Adjusting. the level. 

(3.) Adjusting the telescope to move in a vertical plane. 

( 4  Adjustiiig the telescope to. move in a plane parallel to. the line joining the dote 
of the scale. 

The first and> second are done as follows :-Level and cross level the brass-scale on its board 
by means of the two elevating screws at one eud of the latter. Place the system of microscopes 
i11 position over the brass bar. Bring one microscope over a dot and examine the other dot 
through the other n~icroscope. If the latter dot is not approximately in the centre of the field, 
correct the error half by revolving the microscopes about the central axis and half by traversing 
the whole system, laterally. 

For this, the dots necd not be in good focus Re this adjustment is only a very rough one. 
This method may fail to adjust the microscopes in the case when M CM' are not in the same 
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straight line, M and M' being the horizontal projections of the  lines of collimation of the 
microscopes, C that  of the  central axis of rotation and a and b, the  dots on  the  scale. 

I n  the  position shown i n  fig. 5 110th dots a and b, are bisected by M and M', but  when the 
system is  revolved tilt  M is over b as show11 i n  fig. 5', M' is  fopnd t o  be i n  error. 

Correct this by moving the mires of both M and M' over one quarter of the  error in the 
same direction with regard t o  the line a b which will bring M C M' into one straight line. Then 
procced as before, adjust i i~g by the lateral traversing screw and rotating the  system, t o  bring the 
microscopes approximately into the  line of the dots. 

.Now focus each microscope on  i ts  respective dot by  means of t h e  elevating screws of the 
tribrach using that  screw nearest t o  the  microscope in question a t  the  same time manipulating the 
third screw so that  when tlie microscopes are brought to focus, they mey be approxiniately vertical. 
When  both dots are i n  satisfactory focus, bring tlie bubble of the  level t o  the  centre of its run 
by  means of the elevating screws of the  base board. Revolve the  system of microscopes 180° in  
azimuth. I f  the 1)ubble is not now i n  the centre of its run, adjust the  level i n  the ordinary way, 
taking care t o  use the  foot-screws of the  base board oiily, and not  those of the  tribrach. 

Now bisect one dot by the  longitudinal wire of one microscope, and correct any error in the 
bisection of the  other dot by the wire of the  other microscope half by rotating about the central 
axis anrl half by traversing as above explained. Continue the  process till both dots are  satisfac- 
torily bisected by the longitudinal wires of corresponding microscopes. 

Next bisect one dot by t h e  transverse wire of the  microscope above i t  and revolve the system 
about its central axis till the microscope is over t h e  other dot. I f  the latter is not  bisected by 
thc  transverse wire, correct tlie error, half by the collimating screws of the diaphragm and half 
by traversing the whole system longitud~nally. Continue this process til l  tlie tratisvcrse wire of 
t h e  microscope bisects both dots when the  system is revolvecl. This is thc adjustmc~it for one 
microcrcope. To a c l j ~ ~ s t  the other, bisect one dot by the wires of the  adjusted microscope. I f  the 
other  dot is not bisected by the  transverse wire of the other microscope, correct the  error entirely 
by  the collimating screws. 

The  third adjustment is done as follows:-At a suitable distance from the instrument, 
say 40 feet, suspend a plummet. Se t  the side telescope on the  lower end of the  string of the 
plumbob, revolve it  in altitnde and notc whetller f l ~ e  cross wires remain on the  string while dolug 
60. I f  they do not, corrcct the error llalf hy the antagonizing screws p,p (sce fig. 6) and half 
by revolving the instrument about its central axis. While carrying out t l ~ i s  adjustmcltt i t  is con- 
venient to  arrange, that  one microscope niay he over a dot, tlie mircs correctly b i s e c t i ~ ~ g  the latter, 
mliile the side telescope is on t l ~ c  lower end of the string. By doing so i t  will be easily auccrtaiued, 
af ter  revolving the telescope, whether the error is clue entirely t o  the  latter o r  partly to  thc whole 
instrument having accitlentally revol\.ed slightly in  azimuth. 

The fourth adjustment is done as follows :-In a suitably long room, sct up a theodolite, it0 
line of collimation belng npproximately perprodicuIar t o  two opposite walls. I t s  position bllo~ld 
bc S I I C ~  as t o  allow of the microscope being later on placed more or  less half n a y  hctwccn 
walls. Tllc telcscope of the theotlolitc being adjnstcd for  collirnation, fix a mark on one wall 
reverse the telescope ant1 fix anotlicr mark on thc  opposite wall. By means of thc tlleo(lollte 
place the hase I)o:~rd of the mlcroscopc, H i th its braas scale, in s ~ i c h  a manncr tllat the aligning 
pyran~ids of the latter are in the line j o ~ n i ~ ~ g  the marks. Level the scale, by means of tile two 
foot-screlrs of the base board, using the small detached spirit levcl, belonging t o  thc instrument- 
Re-examiue the  alignment of the pyramids and correct if necessary. Wheu this is satisfactoY 
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and the scale is level, place the microscopes over the latter, focus them on the dots and lcvel the 
instrument correctly using the foot-screws of the base-board only. 

Measure the distance from the line joining the centres of the microscopes to the axis of the 
side telescope with a pair of dividers. Set off this distance from the marks on the malls, both new 
marks being towards the same direction. Now rotate the microscopes bringing the side telescope 
also towards the same direction. Intersect one dot by tlie cross wires of a microscope and look 
through the side telescope towards one of the last made marks. If the latter is not bisected hy 
the cross mires, correct the error by means of the screws v, v (see fig. 6). Now reverse the telcs- 
cope and see if the mark on the opposite mall is correctly bisected by the wires. If  there is any 
error, correct this time half by the screws v ,  v and half by the tightening screws of the collar of 
the telescope or by the collimation screws according to the pattern of the microscope. Reverse 
the telescope on the first mark, correct any error in tlie same may and reverse on the second 
mark. Continue the process until tlre adjustment is perfect. Now re-examine the telescope 
for verticality and re-adjust if necessary. I n  this adjust,ment care should be taken to see that one 
dot is correctly intersected by the mires of the microscope above i t  during the whole process. 

The two adjustments for verticality and for parallelism may be done simultaneously if the 
marks set out on the walls are given by strings stretched vertically by weights. 

Comparisons of  Microscopes with their Scales. 

The next thing is to compare the distance between the foci of the two microscopes of the 
instrument nit11 the distance between the two dots on the corresponding l~rass scale. These 
comparisons should be made before and after the base measurement and if occasion offers, during 
the operations as well. The excess or defcct longitndinnlly of each instrument over its scale is 
noted as well as the temperature at  the time of obscrvatiou; these, with the constant quantities 
requisite to refer each scale to the standard bar A, form a list of corrections for the instruments 
at the time of making the comparisons. 

The procedure in these comparisons should be as follows :- 

1. Set the eye-picces of the microscopes to distinct vision. 

2. Level the brass scale, attach the thermometer belonging to i t  and place the micro- 
scope in position over it. 

8. Level the microscope and illuminate the dots of the scale. 

4. Bring tlie instrument over the dots by means of the traversing screws moving the 
system and look at the dot not covered by talc and sce iE there is any parallax. 
I~ining the attention on wires, if tlic dot move with thc eye tlicre is distant 
parallax and the microscope is too high and if thc dot move contrary to the eye, 
there is near parallax and the microscope is too low. 

5. Correct for paml l~x  11,y nearest foot-screw and relevel the instrument by the other 
foot-screws. Be-examine for para l lu  and correct till perfect and the level remains 
true. 

6. Intersect dot not covered by talc. Look into the other microscope and see how the 
dot lies with respect to the wire. The microscope iuverts objects and therefore 
if the dot is apparently inside, the microscope is in defect and if apparently 
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outside, the microscope is in excess. While looking into the microscope over the 
micrometer dot, screw the micrometer bacltmards and forwards and ascertain 
how the smoothest motion is obtained. When malting comparisons adopt this 
motion. 

7. Supposing, by adopting this motion, the cross on the talc arrives first at the micro. 
scope mire and then on the dot. Bisect the uncovered dot under the other 
microscope. Bun up the talc cross till i t  intersects the microscope wire. Read 
the nlicrometer and register the reading. Move the microscope hodilp to one side 
by the traversing screw, till a clear view of the dot is obtained. Run up the talc 
cross till over the centre of the dot and register the reading. Read the thermo- 
meter. 

8. Suppose on the other hand the talc cross comes over the dot first. Move the 
microscope till the clot is distinctly seen. Intersect the dot by the talc cross and 
take the micrometer reading. Intersect the ullcovered dot by the mires of the 
other microscope. Now intersect the mires of the first microscope and take the 
reading. Read the thermometer. 

At least three sets of readings should be taken to  form any comparison between the 
microscopes and their scales. 

The Boning Instrument. 

I n  the actlial measurement of the base-line an instrument called a Boning Instrument, 
adjusted in rear of and as near the rear bar as the focal distance mill allow, serves to align the 
mhole apparatus. To facilitate this alignment several small sight-vancs or directors are provirled 
with the instrnment. These are placed upright in the aperture left for the central telescope 
of the compound microscope, each of which is in turn brought into its lateral position according 
to signals given by the man a t  the boning instrument. 

The boning instrument consists of a telescope having a limited motion in altitude, but 
capable of being revolved in azimuth. 

It is mounted on V's carried by a frame which can be traversed in gi~ides which,are attached 
to the upper horizontal plate in a direction perpendicular to  the axis of the telescope. 

The instrument which is provided with a detachable hanging level is levelled by means of 
the usual three foot-screws. 

The adjustments required are (1) for collimation and (2) for the level of the transit axis. 

( l j  The ndjustrnent is made in the ordinary way but the line of collimation will not 
remain cor~stant, when the wires are moved by the rack and pinion for change of focus. There is 
always a certain nmount of wol)bling motion and a considerable difference will be found ~f 
drawi~lg out and pushing in motion are used inclifferently. Oue motion should he adherc(1 to, nlld 
as the alignment proceeds from rear to front, the screwing ill motion is the one most generally 
to be used. 

(2) Attach the hanging level to the pivots, and level the instrument by means of 
foot-screws Level the transit axis carefully. Read thc bublde, reverse the level end for end 
cud read again. Half the difference of the readings is the error to  be corrected by the capstan- 
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headed screw acting on one of the V'N. This adjustment should be attended to a t  every set of 
bars, but in order to save the screw of the V from constant use, the correction when small may be 
applied by one OF the foot-screws, which for this purpose must be placed at right angles to the 
line. I n  this adjustment allowallce should be made for difference in thickness of the pivots 
(which formerly caused an error of one division of tlie level). 

To determine the inequality of the pivots in terms of the divisions of thc level, read 
the latter in one position, take it off and reverse the position of the pivots in the V's and replace 
the level without reversal. Half the difference of the reaclings is the measure of the inequality 
of the pivots and that pivot is larger which gives higher readings. 

The Chain and Trestles. 

For the purpose of placing the trestles, which are to carry the bars, correctly in position, a 
chain of special type is provided. 

This chain (see fig. 7) is constructed from flat bar iron, and from one side triangular 
frames project whose distances apart are as follows :- 

From the ehd A to the centre of 1st triangle . . . . . 2 feet 9 inches 

From centre of triangle 1 to  centrc of triangle 2 . . . 5 ,, 0 ,, 
From centre of triangle 2 to centrc of triangle 3 . . . 5 ,, 6 ,, 

and so on, the distanccs apart being alternately 6 feet 0 inches aud 5 feet 6 inches. The other 
en11 of the chain is 2 feet 9 inches from the last triangle. 

The distance of the apex of each triangle from the chain propcr is 4.1 inches approximately. 
The c l~a i~ l  is stretched betnfeen two pegs, accurately driven in the line to be measured, the 
triangles being turned towa~.ds that sidc of the base-line on m11icl1 tlre observers will ultimately 
stand, that is, the sidc away from the tongues of the hars. Trestles are then placed over the apexes 
of the triaagles by means of a plumb line from the centrc of tlic former. 

The bars are placed on the trestles, the centre line of thc bar being more or less over the' 
centre of the trestle. NOW as the distalice of the compensation dot from the centre line of the 
bar box is approximately inches, it  is evident that when the bar is placed as above it will require 
only a small amount of lateral traversing, either one may or the other, to bring the dots accurately 
into the line. 

When the chain is laid, the point A is brought by cye over the dot or mark at mhicli the. 
mcasurcment is to commcrlce. T l ~ c  first trestlc shor~ld be 2 feet 9 inches from this mark ~vllen' 
placcd correctly ovcr the apex of the first trianglc, and the second trestle should be 5 feet 0 inched 
from the first. This disposition will \,ring tlie trestles under the points of support oE the bar compo- 
nents, at one qrlartcr ant1 three qnartcrs of their length from one end for, from point of support to. 
end of bar = '2 fect = 2 feet (i inches and half the end microscope over mark = 3 inches, so that  
from mark to first support = 2 feet 9 inches. 

As the bars are 10 fect and the microscope 6 inches long and the trestles are alternately 
5 feet 0 inches arld 5 feet 6 inches apart, i t  is evident that each trestle will be under the point of 
support of the components of a bar. 
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The trestles are three legged and strongly cross-braced, having an  opening in the centre 
of the top to admit the elevating screw of the camel. 

Procedure during Measurement. 

The terminal marks of the base-line having been prepared and the preliminary operations 
of clearing and preparing the site (see Appendix 11) having been completed, sight-vanes or 
heliotropes are e~.ectecl, the former every 200 yards and the latter every half mile in the line 
of tlie base for the purpose of alig~iing the boning instrument. These vanes should be fixed at  
times most favourable for accurate observation-at sunrise or half an hour before sunset. The 
tents are then erected at  the end from which it is proposed to comraence operations. 

A mark is next selected in prolongation of the base-line and 21 feet from the terminal 
mark. Over this the boning instrument is centred and levelled and the telescope directed on the 
nearest sight-vane. 

The chain is then extended and laid approximately in  position and pegs are driven in 
correct alignment and io positions, where they can take the ends of the chain. The aligning of 
the pegs is done by the boning instrument with the llelp of a plumb line. The chaiu is then placed 
on the pegs and tlie sl~ackles at  the extremities screwed up till the chain is tight and the rear end 
is seen to be over the terminal mark: I n  placing the chain, the triangular projecting pieces must 
be turned towards the side 'of the baseiline opposite to that to which the tongues of the bars ail1 
point, that is, towards the side on which the observers will stand. By so doing, the body of the 
chain mill be in the line and the apexes of the triangles will give points over which the trestles are 
to be placed. 

The trestles are then brought up and centred over the apexes of the triangles. There are two 
trestles for each bar, and the pairs should be so placed that one leg of each trestle is in tlie line 
joirling the apexes of the triangles, these legs being turned towards one another (see fig. 8). 
This arrangement allows of the traversing screws of the camels, which are to be placed on 
the  trestles, being all on the observers' side of the Lars. The trestles are next levelled, each with 
regard to the one immediately in  rear of it, as well as in itself. T l ~ e  trestles should be perfectly 
aecure and firm. To this end and to facilitate levelli~ig, one arrangement is that (see fig, 9 )  
where A is a triangular board oE a size that will easily take the feet of tlie trestles and about 
inch thick carried by pegs, driven in position as nearly as possible under whero the feet of the 
trestles will come. 

AS eoon as the trestles for one set of bars have been placed in position, the chain should 
be carefully withdrawn and stretched in position for the next set, the alignment being give11 by 
the boning instrument as heEore. Thc trestlcs for the second set s h o ~ l d  then be placed arid made 
ready, and the chain again withtlrawn and stretched for the third set and a third lot of trestles hrougllt 
up. There should thus be three sets of trestles in  ,me, one set on wliich a measurement 1s 
actilally in process, a second set quite ready ta take the camels and a third set in procesa of belug 
placed and levellcd. 

By this arrangement, the trestle men will not be in the way of the observers and 
khalbsics, and the chain will not interfere wit11 the placillg of the register at the end of the set 1x1 
measurement. 

The trestles being all ready, the camels are placed on them ao that their traversing screw8 
are fill on the observersJ side of the line. The trestles and camels being ,Iaeerl as ahave, it 
be found that the camels haviug the longitudinal traversing motion will .\I be a t  the rear end of 
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each bar. The camels are cross-levelled and levelled and the  compensation bars brought up  and 
placed on them. They are  all brought up  togetlier but are  placed in succession from t l ~ e  rear, 
and i n  placing them the  compensated dots should all be on the  side away from the  observers. 

The wooden protecting pieces having been removed from the  ends of the  bars, the  brackets 
to  carry the microscopes are screwed i n  place, one to  the advanced end of each bar and also one t o  
the rear end of the rear bar. Small reflectors fo r  lighting tlie dots are next fixed into the  brass 
sockets attached t o  the bar box close above the  tongues. 

The microscopes can now be  placed on  the brackets, each t o  that  bar, t o  which i t  has been 
the custom t o  attach it. I f  each instrument is  allotted t o  a particular bar and is used i n  connec- 
tion with that  bar only throughout the measureme~lt, much time will be saved as, the  instrument 
being in correct adjustment, once the  foot-screws have been adjusted t o  the  focus of the  microscopes 
and the level of the  instrument, they will require very little manipulation, if any, when replacing 
the microscopcs on  a fresh set of bars. When placiug V and W microscopes, the  two a t  the  
extremities of the  set, their central look-down telescopes should be fitted with a n  object glass of a 
focal length suited to t h e  lieight of the bar over the  register dot. 

The rear bar is  then levelled longitudinally and one of the  microscopes of the instrument 
at  the rear cnd focussed on the compensation dot of the  bar, the instrument being a t  the  same 
time levelled and cross levelled. 

The eye-piece of the  look-down telescope having been made t o  suit the observer, and the  
telescope focussed on the  dot of tlre terminal mark, tlic har is trnvcrsed as required till the dot is 
correctly intersected by the \\,ires. The look-down telescope is provided with a micrometer eye- 
piece, and in the intcrsectiou of the terminal or register dots the movable wire must bc brought 
correctly into the line of colli~nation of the telescope. l'o do tliis, the dot is intersected a ~ i d  t h e  
micrometer reading taken ;  the  instrr~meut  is now revolved t111,ough 180' and the dot again inter- 
sectcd, care being taken tha t  thc instrument is still level, and thc micrometer again rend. IE tlie 
wire is set to  the mean reading, i t  will be i n  the line of collimation of tlie telescope as long as t h e  
focus is not altered, in which case a fresli determinatiou must be made. 

The dot having Iwen thus correctly intersected, a director is placed on  t h e  eye-picce of the  
look-down telescope. The boning instrnment, by being r e ~ o l r e d  iu azimnth, is directed on the  
sight-vanc giving the line of measurement, aud its horizoiitnl plate clamped. T l ~ e  tclescope is 
then directed towards the director on the rear microscope and if the cross mires do not correctly 
lnterscct i t  thcy arc made to do so by traversing the telescope of the boning instrument perpen- 
dicular to  its axis. The telescope is ngain directed on tlic sight-vane nnd rotated by the slolv motion 
screw till the wires are correctly on the line. I t  is again po~uted  to the dircctor and if there is still  
any error i t  is corrected by traversirig as beforc. This proccss is continned till the cross wires 
correctly intersect both sight-vaue alrd director. The boni~lg instrumcut will tlrcn be i n  exact 
alignment. It is understood that  thc level of the instrumellt has been t rue throughout the adjust- 
ment. 

As soon as this has been donc, the bars are rouglrly aligned l)y mcflns of the sights attached 
t o  the boxcs and tlrcn cach 01)scrver in  charge of a microscope, i n  turn adjusts his instrument 
approximately beginning from the rear end of the bars. The rear microscope is already in position ; 
the neat microscol~e, that a t  the advnncecl e ~ l d  of the rear bar, should be turned till one of t h e  
microscopcs is over the  dot of tlic rcar bar and the instrument manipulated till the dot is in focus 
and the iustrument is lcvcl in both directions. The scconcl bar is then traversed till tlrc dot comes 
under thc other side micro~col)c and ~ a i s e d  or lowered till tliis dot comes into focus, the level of 
the bar bciug a t  the same timc kept true. This raising or lomeriug is doue by the elevating screws 
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of the camels. Thc next microscope is then treated i n  the  same way till  i t  is i n  focus over the 
dot of tlie bar t o  wliicli i t  is attached, and a t  the same time, is levcl. The bar next i n  advance 
is  the11 brought up  to focus a ~ i d  levelled. I n  this way each compound microscope is  in  turn 
focussed on the dots and levelled and each bar brought into level f rom rear t o  front. 

The whole apparatus lias now to be brought into line. The  boning instrument is examined 
and if still i n  correct alignment, the  director is placed successively on the  central look-down 
telcscope of each i n s t r ~ i m e ~ ~ t ,  which must be  brougl~ t  into correct aligntuent by traversing the bar 
carrying the microscope, by mcalis of the  camel screws. By this traversii~g of the  advanced end 
of each bar, the dot a t  the rear e ~ ~ d  mill be moved away froni under tlre microscope above it. The 
observer in  cllarge of tlris latter niust correct this from time to time by traversing his end of the 
bar  one tu rn  oE his traversing screw for  every three turns given a t  tire advanced end. Each 
instrurnel~t  is thus alignetl in  torn.  Each microscope is now i n  focus over the  dots and level; tlre 
bars are likewise level a11c1 tlie \vliole is iu  approximate alignment. 

T l ~ e  first alignment being thus completed, t h e  man  a t  the  boning instrument should re- 
esamine all the adjustnlents of his iiistrumer~t and prepare for  a second accurate alignment. The 
microscopes are e x a n ~ i ~ ~ e d  in turn. The rcar microscope is corrected if necessary till the mire of 
tllc inic~~osrol)e correctly 1)isects the rear dot of the rear bar, the  level of the instrument being 
truc. The ohscrver next looks t l~ rough  t l ~ c  side telescope of the  instrument and if its cross wires 
do not intcrsect the white line marltcd on the frame called " l ~ o r ~ i s " ,  attached to the boning 
i n s t r n ~ r ~ e l ~ t ,  11e maltes them do so, by revolving the  instrument about i ts  central axis. This will 
throw the microscope off t h e  compe~~uated clot and i t  is 1)rouglit baclc a g a i ~ ~  by traversing the 
instrr~ment  by means of its own screw. T l ~ e  white line on the  horn is  again examined tlirougll 
tlrc side telcscope, and any error in  intersection I)? tlle cross wires is again corrected by revolving 
the  co~upound microscope. The microscope is aga i l~  bronglit over the dot by traversing. This 
process is repeated until the  clot is bisectccl by the  microscope wires and a t  the  same time, the 
white line on the horn is intersected 1)y the wires of the side telescope. The bar is then traversed 
as rcquired till the terminal marlc is  correctly bisected by the  wire of the  look-down telescope. 

The next microscope is then talten in  hand. The compensated dot a t  the  advanced end of 
the  rcar bar is bisected by the  microscope and the side telescope directed towards, the horn. If the 
intersection is not correct then 1)y repei~ted approximations, as in  t l ~ e  casc of the first instrnmcnt, 
the  compensated dot is bisected by the  microscope, while the  side telcscope is on the white line of 
the  horn. 

I f  the  line of  collimation of tha t  telescope is parallel, as i t  sholild be, t o  the plane pass- 
ing througli the focal points of the ~nicrosco~)cs, i t  is cvident that  with the central look-do\vn 
telescope i n  alignment, with the aclvmiced dot of the  rear bar under one microscope, and tllc side 
telescope alignctl on the white line on the horn, the rear dot of the atlvanccd bar, to  occupy its 
correct position, has o ~ ~ l y  to  be hrortght under the other microscope. The next bar in  sncccssion, 
is  therefore traversed hy the camel screw till the (lot a t  i ts  rear end is bisected by the advanced 
microscope of tlie ~ n s t r u m e ~ ~ t .  The snccectli~ig microscopes are each in tu rn  treated in the same 
may, arid when all havc hecn so adj~isted, thc  director is again over each and they are all 
correctly aligned by the I)o1111ig i n ~ t r ~ l m c n t .  T l ~ e  latter is then directed on thc sight-vane to 
detcrmiue ml~ether tlre instrument hus altered a t  all during the interim between first and second 
alignments. 

The register is then placed in position under the advanced microscope and the moval)le 
plate (see fig. 10) adjnsted so as to  bring a selected dot on the register head, under the wires of the 
centrnl look-down telescope. 

This having been done, each microscope is examined to see thnt the  dots are correctly 
bisected by the wires of the  microscopes, that  t h e  instrument is correctly levelled and thnt tile side 
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telescope is on the white line. If  any large corrections are necessary, the alignment should be 
given once more by the boning instrument. If it  is found that all are correct, each observer 
keeps his attention on his own instrument and each in succession from the rear end of the set 
says "right ". When the word reacl~es the observer in advance he adjusts the register dot 
carefully so that i t  is intersected by the wires of the look-down telescope. He then says "right ". 
The word is once more passed down from rear to front, and if i t  comes quickly, the set is recorded 
and the temperatul9es and the time taken. The temperatures to be recorded are the temperatures 
of each end of the two components of bar B and the temperature of air. 

This having been done, the heights of the rear and advanced compensation dots above 
the register dots are measured and recorded. This was formerly done by means of an instrument 
called a " height differimeter " described in the manuscript register of the Chach Base-Liue. 
As its advantages did not compensate for tlie labour of using it, a steel tape is now used for the 
purpose. 

Preparations are now made for moving the apparatus to measure the next set. The axis of 
N microscope is perforated to allow of a plum11 l ~ n e  being passed tl~rougli. Tl~is  microscope 
is placed at the end oE bar D the fourth from tlie rear, and aftcr the 211d alignmcnt, i t  is the 
duty oE the pcrson In charge of it, to fix a mark on the grouud vert~cally below its axis. This 
mark may couvcnieritly be a disc of lead \\.it11 a small hole in its centre. I ts  object is to enable 
the bouing instrument to be set 11p quicltly in the li~le, apprositnately, ant1 its use expedites the 
work consitlerably. The mark having beeu fixed, and the bars moved for a fresh set, t l ~ e  b o ~ ~ i n g  
instrument is brought up and erectcd over this spot. This arrangenieut \\-ill bring the bouing 
instrument 21 fect from the rear cud of the fresh set, the near worlc~ng limit of the telescope. 
This distance, 21 feet is made up of two bars, one microscope aud two half microscopes. 

Moving Bars and Microscopes for a new set. 

One set having been measured and recorded, the microscopes are lifted from the brackets, 
each by the observer concerned. 

The bars are thcn lifted, each by two khalksies told off for the purpose. The bars should 
he raised in sr~ccession f rou  the advanced end, for if all bars were raised at once accidents of one 
bar kuocking agaiust the elid of another mould be liable to occur. 

The bars being raised all the camels are removed each by its own man. These are then 
taken to the trestles prcparctl for the new sct. The khalLsies carrying thc camels should not be 
allowed to alter their order of place, but should always he in the same relative places in the line 
of camel-men. This guards against thc interchange of camels, and consequent loss of time. 

The camcls are placed on the new set of trcstles and at once levelled and cross-levelled by 
means of thcir foot-screws. I f  the trestles are fairly carefully levelled when being put in posi- 
tion, tlle camels having been levelled on one set, ought to require very little adjustment on the 
succeeding sets. 

Whcn the camcls are ready, all the bars are moved forward at the same time and care- 
fully placed 011 t l~cir  rcspective camcls. Thcy sho~tltl be placed in succession from the rear of the 
aet. The bars being ~~laccd,  the microscopes arc put on t l~eir  bracltets and the work of adjust- 
ing and aligning pl.oceetlq as bcforc, thc measurement being takcu from the dot on the register 
placcd at the last sct aud the advanced end of the set marked by a new register. 
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Want of Compensation of Bars. 

Colonel Everest, i n  his work on the Indian Arc has stated that no dependence can be placed 
on the permanent length of the compensation bars. 

I t  is this uncertainty which renders i t  necessary, at  every base-line, after every march or 
any change of circumstances, to compare them with the standard. An attentive consideration of 
a day's comparisons will shew that their length is not constant for a single hour of the day. 
From sunrise their length first increases a little and then diminishes for a time, altllough the 
temperature is increasing. After which they again expand, the temperature still increasing. 
These variations may be explained almost entirely by the effects of dissimilar radiating powers in 
the brass and iron components. There is a great difference between the heating and cooling 
capabilities of brws and iron and this difference prevents tlie  component^ from having the same 
temperature for any length of time. The want of identity in temperature of the metals mill 
apparently produce under some circumstances the effects of over-compensation while in other 
circumstances the bar will appear under-compensated. 

The cause of the observed change in length appears to be the difference of temperatures of 
the two metals, independent altogether of absolute temperature; the alteration in length varying 
according to the rate at  which the temperature of the air is undergoiug change. At  sunrise, 
under tents the bars go on cooling for a short time and their apparent length increases. As they 
begin to acquire heat their length decreases until both bars are uniformly heated-when the 
length increases until the hottest period of the day, from which time i t  again begins to decrease 
BS the temperature decreases. 

Degree of Accuracy. 

The value of G micrometer used for bar comparisons is as follows:-one Division 
= .(lo00416 inches. 

Now iE repeated intersections be made with the micrometer, the limit of uncertainty with 
the magnifying power available, will he found to be at  least one diviaion. Hence inch may 
be assumed to be the limit of appreciable accuracy. 
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Applying this to  the 6-inch scales and microscopes, we find that it may be dislevelled 12' 
without appreciably affecting its length. 

For, 
log 6.00000 = 0.7781513, 

log 6e00004 = 0.7781542, 

therefore log cos (angle of inclination) = I -9999971, 

and angle of inclination = 0' 12' 36". 

The microscope may he also out of alignment to  the same angular extent, with the same 
linear results. 

The alignment of microscopes is regulated by their side telescopes which are directed on the 
horns of the boning instrument, which is set up 21 feet behind the rear register and is moved forward 
after aligt~ing two sets. Hence the distance from the horns to the microscopes varies from 21  
feet to 14.7 feet at which distxlices 12' subtend 0.4'4 and 3 .08  inches respectively. These limits 
are well outside any errors that are likely to arise from the intersections with the side telescopes. 

The level attached to a microscope has usually 50 dirisiolls to an inch and these 50 divisions 
are equal to 80 to 100 seconds of arc. As the instrumc~it can easily be levelled to 2 divisions or 
say P", the error from uncertainty in dislevelme~it can have no appreciable effect. 

Again considering the 10-foot bars, 

log 120.00000 = 2.0791812, 

log 120.00004 = 2.0791813, 

therefore log cos (angle of inclination) = I .9999999, 

and angle of inclination = 0' 2'. 

Hence if a 10-foot bar was dislevelled 2'the error would not appreciably affect the horizontal 
linear value, and as 2' is equal to 36 divisions nearly in most of the bar levels, an error of 2 or 3 
divisions is of little consequence. 

With I-egard, I~olvever, to the effect produced 1)y an error of verticality in the look-down 
telescope, accuracy of levell i~~g is much more importnut because the linear error rnries as the 
distance of the dot from the microsco1)e. The maguifying power of the telescope also diminishes 
as the distance increases. The o1,ject-glasses of the look-down telescope range Prom 4 inches to 
22 Ecet 2 inches in focal length. Since 1 division = 2" nearly, and 1" subtends .000058164 inches 
a t  a distance of 12  inches, therefore the errors due to bad levelling are as follows :- 

. . . . . .  with the 4-inch object-glass 1 division of level error = .000039 inches. 
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Consequently with a 4-inch object-glass a level error of 2 divisions is appreciable, and 
longer focal distance the linear error increases, while the  difficulty of levelling also increases alld 
the  n ~ a g u i f y i ~ ~ g  power diminisl~es. Practically 49-iuch or  5-inch object-glasses aremost collveniellt 
aud tlre end microscopes should have the  best levels attached t o  them. 

The staudard bar  is perforated over each roller fo r  the  reception of the bent bulb ther- 
mometer~ .  I t  was found when experiments for factors of expansion were made, that it was 
necessary to fill up these cavities with mercury t o  ensure quick conduction between the bar ant1 
the  thermometer bulb. The double microscopes are adjusted by reference t o  brass scales, the 
temperature of which is given by thermometers in  contact with those scales. I n  consequence, 
hon-ever, of the material being brass, mercury cannot be employed. 

To  ascertaiu the probable amount of error from this defect, a supplemental piece of hrass 
of the same scantlirlg as t h e  scales was provided, perfoisated for  the  reccption of s bent hulb 
thermometer, the cavity being filled with mercury. The trials made indicated a difference hetween 
the  reatliugs of the  thermometers, under the relative circumstances, of occasionally 2'. Since 
thcse trials, this snpl,lemeutal apparatus mas used i n  conjnnctioll with the scales which mere all 
placed, as far  as possible, under similar circumstances. 
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Instructions for selecting Base-lines and preparing the ground for measurement. 

The following conditions must be attended t o  i n  choosing a base-line :- 

The ground should 1)e flat and free from watercourses, marshes, ravines o r  other inter- 
ruptions. As these conditions cailuot always be conlpletely satisfied, the  flattest and least broken 
grouud the country admits of should be selected. 

Provided the  slopes be gentle, there is  some advantage i n  placing the ends of a base 
ou ground a little more elevated than the rest of the line, because the  view along i t  mill 11e 
facilitated, and the  ray, being clear of tlie ground, will give better augles. The station marks 
will also be more secure Prom inundation. 

For  the  same reasons the  intermediate stations, by which the  line is t o  be subdivided iuto 
sections for  the purpose of verifyii~g the measurcineut, may also advantageously 1,e placed on 
ground slightly elevated, provided tlie view from end t,o elid be uot interrupted thereby. 

Thus the  best configuration for  a base in  four  sections would be like that  ill Fig. 11, which 
mould give easy surface f o r  measurement aud a t  the same time facilitate vision of signals. 

Level ground has become a more important desideratum since thc  introduction of 
tllc compcllsatiou apparatus, for  in  the old chain measurements hypothenuses could be measured 
with facility, b a t  the compeusatiou bars must be laid level, and a change of elevation can only be 
effected by successive steps, see Fig. 12. 

At  each change of level, oue or other of the  end lnicroscopes mill obviously stand a t  a n  
increased elevntioil a l~ovc the Register Rlarlc, whereby niagrlifyiug power will be lost a t  that  end. 
Rloreovcr, as in  tlie practical manipulation of the  microscopes, some r e s i d ~ ~ a l  level error always 
rcrnaius, tlic angular deviation, therefrom arising, will subtend a larger liiiear quantity i n  pro- 
port1011 to the distance*. Thus an augular error which might have no sensihle effect a t  a focal 
(llstalicc of 4 illchcs, may produce a co~~siderahle  discrepancy a t  36 inches, the  effect heing aug- 
mented no lcss thau 9 times, while the optical maguifping power ai l1  also diminish i n  the  samc 
ratio. For  tlrcse reasoils great chaugcs of level should be avoidcd. 

TF, Iioacver, the slope 1)c gratll~al, a considerable diffcreice of level can be surmounted i n  
several strpv without muclr loss of ir~stiumental power. Oue set measures G 3  feet or , t th 
- -. - - 

* I'lde Alq~cndix I. I' Dogroe of Accuracy ". 
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part of a mile nearly. A difference of 3 inches in the level of the ground, on a distance of 63 feet, 
would therefore amount to 21 feet per mile, and a gradient of this slope would not sensibly 
deteriorate the measurement. 

As a guide in judging of the practicability of ground, the following statement is gi~ven, 
showiug the greatest difference of level in the entire line, as well as in a single set, which occurred 
a t  the Bidar Base-line situated in a hilly country and measured with the compensation apparatus. 
These irregularities of level may be co~lsidered as limits which it is desirable to avoid, and xhich 
caunot be transgressed without incurring practical difficulties as well as deteriorating the accuracy 
of the work. 

Extreme difference of level between highest and lowest point of the feet 
Bidar Base-line ... ... ... ... 126 .3  

Maximum difference in a single set of 6 bars . . . ... 3 ' 2  

The approach to the East End of the Dehra D6n Base was so excessi~ely steep that the 
apparatus required to be divided into half sets of three bars each, which is disadvantageous. 

The bad effect of irregular surface may, however, be slightly diminished by using high 
trestles in measuring over low ground and low trestles over high ground, and ridges may also be 
trenched or cut through, if they are not very extensive. Embanking or raising low ground should 
not be relied on, because made ground is never perfectly steady and takes a long time to consoli- 
date. When a sudden difference of level occurs, it  may be advantageously dispersed over several 
sets by trestles of appropriate height, hut in measuring over flat ground, there should be a suffi- 
cient number of trestles of standard height to keep the measurement uniform and prevent 
unnecessary deviation. 

The chief obstructions met with in laying out bases are ravincs, streams, rocks and 
marshes, all of which should be avoided. If unavoidable, they must be overcome by suitable 
contrivances. 

Dry ravines may he measured across by successive changes of level with complete or par- 
tial sets oE bars, but the usual practice is to fill themup hy an embankment, 20 feet broad at top, 
with natural lateral slopes. An earthen work of this k i ~ ~ d  should he constructed as long as 
possible before the commencement of the measurement, in order that the earth may become 
consolidated, and its settlement should further be accelerated by ramming. Finally it will be 
fouud advantageous to employ elephants to tread i t  down. 

Turf, being an elastic substance, should not be employed in the construction of an em- 
bankment for a base, except for revetting side slopes, for which purpose it is useful. If the ravine 
contains a turf bottom, i t  should be pared off before throwing on the earth. 

When a ravine is liable to  become a channel for rain water, the embankment must be 
protected from the effects of accumulated water either by turning the channel of drainage in 
another directiou or by leaving a sufficient passage for the current. Similar precautions will be 
necessary if there be a permanent stream in the ravine. 

When the quantity of drainage is trivial, i t  may be allowed to percolate throngh the em- 
bankment by using large boultlers in the fouadatiou, otherwise a water-way may he left open and 
bridged over with stones or logs-of wood. No wooden bridge, however, can he considered Sufi- 
ciently i~lelastic for measuring over, unless its spau is very narrow and the logs dceply covered 
with well-consolidated earth. I t  may sometimes be practicahle to overcome the difficulty by 
leaving a water-may in the embankment to be filled up, a few days before the measurement, with 
earth rammed hard. 
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Running streams may be crossed either by regular masonry bridges mith embanked ap- 
proaches, or a supplemental channel may be cut i n  such wise that, when the measurement lras 
reached the edge of the  stream, the water can be diverted into the other chaunel and t h e  
apparatus pass over the dry bed, af ter  which the stream call be turlled back into its original csurse. 
Colonel Everest adopted this expedient twice a t  the Dehra Dliu Base. 

I n  the  case of large rivers which can neither be bridged nor turned i n  their conrse, the  
ground must either be abandoned as impractical~le o r  there must be a brcak i n  the line to  be 
filled up by triangulation. This plan is considered by some geodesists a defective arrangemeut, 
as i t  destroys the  unity of design. This objection, homever, is r;itlier theoretical than practical, but  
to avoid cavil, a n  illterrupted line should uot he resorted to, uuless there is n o  alteruative. I u  
general, the best ground for  bases mill be found i n  a direction parallel to  the course of rivers, i n  
which position they are  only liable t o  interruption from subsidiary transverse drainage. 

Marshes should be  avoided, because such ground is always yielding or  elastic and very 
inconvenient. When  they are uuavoidnble, a n  attempt should be made to d r i~ iu  them, but if that  
is impracticable, the  apparatus, both registers and trestles, must be placed on strong pickets o r  
piles driven firmly into the  bed of the marsh. Such a proceeding, homever, will necessarily be 
dilatory and inconveuient. 

The above description of some of the  impediments t o  measurement, as well as the  ar- 
rangements usual for surmounting them, mill enable a person selecting a base t o  judge of the  
practicability of the  grouud. 

A minute examination over a large extent of country is requisite beforc i t  can be deter- 
mined that the best selection has been made. The site of the new Bidar Base, for example, is about 
9 miles sonth of Colonel Lambton's and on the opposite side of the RIanjira river. I t  is more 
favoral~le both for measurement nut1 connection, but JWS ouly discovered after an e\ploration 
occupying a week at  least. The ground consistecl of loug transverse undulations, extending from 
tlie foot of the Biclar l~i l ls  to  the Manjira river. I n  each interveniug l ~ o l l o a  flowed a stream, of 
which four had to be crossed, nud their beds varied from rocky sliallo\rs to  deep muddy pools and 
marshes. The object was to  select a liue which should cross all the ridges in  thew lo~res t  parts 
and all the furrows as high as pt.acticahle, so that tlic deviatiol~s from perfect level might be a 
miuimum as fa r  as the  nature of tile gronud permitted, When  the position of this line had been 
approxiiuately established, anothcr weck urns occupied in shiftiug the ends, until  the  trace r a n  
clear oE wells (which mere numerous) and crossed the  strcnms a t  hard places favorable t o  
measurement. The latter were bridged by mcanv of boulder cml)aiiltments covercd mitli earth, arld 
eeveral elephants were employed, a cousiderable timc, i n  treading donu  these artificial parts 
of the liue. One marshy part was successfully drained. 

Having considered the style of ground suitable for a base, the next condition to  he attend- 
ed to  is its symmetrical union mith the  series of triangulation. 

The connection should be as simple and direct as possible, avoiding supplemental stations. 
The most satisfactory arrangement is when a base enters symmetrically as one of the  sides of 
the rcgnlar series of triangles, either as a side of a well-condit.ioned polygon or qnadrilnteral. 
If a direct connection cannot be formed iu this manner, s~~pplementa l  stations must I)e resorted 
to, but it  is desirable that  they should be as few as practicable. For instance, one. end of the base 
may be an extra station, and the other belong to tlie regular series of triangles. The annexed 
series of diagrams (Fig. 16)) are given as practical exnmples of the nctnal trnnsfers of several bases. 
Other arrangements mill readily s ~ ~ g g e s t  themselves according t o  the ch;iracter of the country, hut  
the prillciple muyt be borue iu mind that the connection sl~ould be direct and accomplished with 
the fewest number of stations. 
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A base-liue being generally shorter than the usual sides of great triangles, the lmgth of 
the lines derived from i t  should gr;rdually expand in dimensions without violating the rules of 
symmetry. The transfer point or station formirig the first triangle, is usually selected in such 
wise as to form au isosceles triangle with sides nearly double the length of the base. The angle 
subtended by the latter will then amount to 30°, which is the minimum admissible, but i t  is better 
that this augle should be not much less than 40'. 

Scientific men entertain various opinions regarding the proper length for bases. Conti. 
nental geodesists of the greatest celebrity are in favor of short lines from 14 to 3 miles in 
length and have practically carried out this principle in modern operations. English base- 
lines, on the other hand, have always been of considerable length, varying in fact from 5 to 10 
miles. Nothing seems to be gained by very short lines except a trifling saving of time and labour. 
I t  is clear tliat the short bases in fashion on the continent cannot be connected with great 
triangles without several supplemental stations, which is an evil, because the stations of a series 
should be as few as possible, and the length oE the sides of triangles ought only to be limited 
by considerations connected with distinct vision of the signals. The chief part of the expense, 
clifficulty aud delay, attending the measurement of bases, consists of preparatory arrangements 
common to short as well as long bases; such as transport of apparatus to the spot, assembly 
of establishment from distant parts of the country and training them to the duties. The measure- 
rneut of the first mile always occupies a cousiclerable time, but after facility has been acquired 
by practice, the work proceeds rapidly a t  an accelerating rate. After the first two or three miles, 
the measurement usually proceeds at the rate of 4 days per mile or even less according to the 
length of claylight available. Two or three additioual miles seem therefore to be a matter of 
small importance, as the time occupied iu measurement will not be extended thereby beyond 8 to 
12 days. 

I n  India 7 miles is considered an average length of line, and as nothing can be gained by 
departing from th,c example oE our English preclecessors and running after moclern continental 
fashions, it  appears desirable that a base shoulcl not fall short of 6 miles nor exceed 8 miles. 
The character of the ground will generally give limits to the length of the base, for it is nln,ays 
difficult to obtain uneaceptiouable ground averaging 7 miles in length. 

If sufficient practicable ground is not available to give an entire or unbroken line, it may 
be indispensable to resort to a partial system, the hase being composed of measured portions and 
others deduccd by triaugulation. I t  has already bee11 remarked t l~n t  this expedient should ncver be 
11ad recourse to, unless every effort to establish a continuous measurement fails. I n  such cases, if 
the linc be intersectecl Ily a river or other ilnpracticable space, the base may be divided into three or 
more sections colil~ected by minor triangulation Fig. 13. The 1st and 3rd sections being measured, 
the central one may be computed from the otlrcr tmo, whereby two values will be obtained and 
the ded~lctiou become verified. I t  must be admitted that the results given hy minor tria~lgnlation 
of the Delira Dliu, Bidar, Sonilrhoda and Chach Bases, indicate that the values tlius obtained are 
as trustworthy as the measurement itself. The Lough Foyle Base, measured by the Ord~lance 
Survey of Ireland, was exteridcd hy the addition of a portion to one end by means of triangulntlon, 
while at Cape Cornorin, in Southcrn India, the central section only mas measured with the Colby 
apparatus and the base extended North and South by triangulation on both flanks. 

The line having been chosen and connected according to the principles which have been 
explained, the following preparatory arrangements require to be made :- 

If the great triangulation has been carried up finally to  the vicinity of the new base, the 
length OE the latter may be deduced in terms of the linear value brought up by trianglllatlon 
( ~ h l c h  ylll always be within a small fraction of the truth), and an opportunity will thus be Wen 
for limiting the length of the line so as to include a definite number of entire sets of the 
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compensation apparatus. That  is t o  say, the  base may be made equal t o  n x 63 feet a t  the  surface 
of the ground, n being any number fixed on and 63 feet the  length of the  apparatus. This 
expedient is not iudispensable, although it  is conveuient. I n  taking approximate observations for 
this purpose, if the ground is unsteady, the stand of the theodolite may be placed on pickets 
firmly drive11 into the ground. As one end, however, of the  base may be considered fixed and the  
other indeterminate, the platform a t  the former may be built first and rendered available for  the 
approximate determination. 

I t  is obvious tha t  the intermediate or section stations may likewise be fixed so tha t  each 
section may consist of a dcfinite number of sets. 

I f  the final triangulation has not been brought up  to the new base, or if time will not admit 
of its length bcing regulated, tlie stations may 11e built and left to  settle. I n  this casc, the  
greatest supplemental quantity t o  be measured off cannot exceed G3 inches, being the  distance 
from the centre of any oue bar t o  tlie centre of the adjacent microscope. 

I t  must be understood that  i n  evcry case a supplemental quantity greater or less according 
to circumstances but not exceeding 63 ii~clles, mill have to  be measured off, because i t  is very 
improbable that  the  length of the  line will amount to  a precise numl~er  of complete sets.* Pro- 
visiou must therefore be made for  observing the  fractional remaindcr. 

The termination of a set is defined by a dot on a register head. The fractional part will 
therefore be comprised betmcen a dot of this kind and the  mark a t  the end of the l~ase,  and i t  is 
clear that i t  may be a quantity either i n  excess o r  defect accor t l i~~g  as the  termination of the  
last set of bars falls beyond or  short of tlie end of tlie base. I t  is also obvious that  these two 
marks, vir., the end of the  base and the end of the last set of bars, should be on  a level o r  
reducible to  a level. 

The easiest practical may is as follows :-The upper marltstone, a t  the terminal station of 
the base-line, should have a narrow groove running across i t  in  tlie direction of the line, into 
\rhich groove a slip of hrass (Fig. 14) must be firmly fixed by lead or type metal or some suitable 
cement. The mark defining the elid of the base will be made on the ceutre of the uppcr surface 
of this brass, which should be fi lcd smooth aud level. I t  will no~v  he clesr that,  if the termination 
of a set of bars falls ~v i th iu  the limits of this piece of brass, a correspol~ding dot can be engraved 
thereon, and the distauce between it  and the station mark can be measured with a pair of compasses 
and a scale. 

The termination of the last set may, however, fall exterior t o  the  slip of brass, and either 
short of, or beyond, the station marl'. I n  this case, a small iron pin with a brass head may be 
driven into thc masonry, and b r o ~ ~ g l l t  to  a n  exact level with the station mark. On this braes 
head a dot can be eugravetl to dcfinc thc end of the Iast sct, and the distance between that  
dot and the station can I)c measurccl off by a beam comllass and scale. To  facilitate the driving 
of the iron pin or  nail, i t  is necessary that the upper tier of bricks in the platform should no t  
hrealc bond across the linc, but a seam of mortar must be left i n  the direction of the linc, into which 
seam tlie pin cau be securcly driven. This can be very easily arranged when building the platform. 

If the intermediate or sectional stations are built beforehand, tliry should be treated precisely 
in  the same manncr as thc termirlal station of the base, provision bcing made for  measnring a n y  
eupplemental quantity by means of the slip of brass and seam of mortar already described. 

The measurement should commence a t  that  end which is most favorable for  work. If t h e  

Unlces ns at the East End of the Debra Diln D=e, which was built after the rneasaremeut, the centre of the 
station bcing ~uadc to correspoud with the last plain register, 
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line luns due east and west*, a commencement may be made at either extremity nith equal 
advantage as regards solar influence, for the tents mill remain open to the north, and in the cold 
weather the line will not be enfiladed by the'sun. I n  this case, the choice of commencement 
will depend on local circumstances, such as healthiness of the country, dryness of the ground or 
the clirectiou of the slope, because i t  is most favorable to commence at the lowest end to give the 
leading microscope the advantage of short focal leugths in viewing the registers. 

On the other hand, when the direction of the base declines from east and west, it  is consi- 
dered most favorable to  begin a t  the southern extremity, because the boning instruments will not 
then be enfiladed by the sun. If the south end is also the lowest and all other circumstances 
are favorable, there can be no question of the advantage of beginning a t  that end. 

When i t  is decided from which end the measurement is to commence, that end can be marked 
by a platform and dot without any provision for marking the termination of the last set of bars. 

The platforms which mark the ends of a base, as well as its section stations, should he as 
low as may be consistent wit11 other considerations necessary to be attended to, because any extra 
elevation mould only augment the natural inequality of level. Platforms 18 inches high are 
generally sufficient. I n  tllis case, if the rear bar be placed on trestles 6 inches high, the advanced 
bar will require trestles of 24 inches, which is about the usual height of trestles employed on level 
ground. When circumstances require that the platform should exceed 18 inches, the difference 
of level may be provided for and dispersed over t h e e  or more sets by trestles of suitable height. 
I n  the plains, however, towers will he required at the ends of a base, to connect nith the triangula- 
tion, as a t  the Calcutta and Sonikhoda Base-lines (Fig. 15). When towers are used, they must 
have a vaulted passage? correspondi~ig to the directiori of the base, so as to admit of the apparatus 
being brought up to the basement mark. This mark can be placed at the ordinary height of a 
platform, that is to  say, 18 to 24 inches or as much higher as may be necessary to protect it 
from inundation. 

The lower mark should always be let into the rock in sit??, or, if there be no roclc, the soil 
must be excavated to R sufficient depth for good foundation, and a mark-stone buried therein. 
I t  is usual to sink a plug of brass or copper into the centre of the upper surfacc of the stoue, 
on which the ordinary concentric circle, nhich is the characteristic of the G. T. Survcy station, 
should likewise be carved. I n  the centre of the metal plag, a small silver or platina wire sl~ollld 
be screwed and filed flat. 111 the centre of this wire, a well-defined dot is to be drilled to mark 
the station. Over this mark-stone there sllould he a dry cavity formed by a small eartl~en pot 
or  bricks, and this cavity will be an appropriate place for any inscription or recordf. The 11sual 
pillar and isolating annulus may next he I ~ u ~ l t  of the strongest masonry so as to ensure perma- 
nency. There ought to be one intermediate mark at least and as many morc as the height may 
indicate to be necessary, and these marks should be of precisely the same character as the lowest one. 

The upper mark will also be of the same kind for the first or commencing station, but for 
the other end, mill consist of a silver or platina wire let into the centre of the braas slip, and on 
this mire the dot will be engraved. The upper marlts are further to  be protectcd from injury by a 
thin plate of brass fixed by two screws and two steady pins. On this plate a coarse dot is to be 
drilled, for the use of the lleliotrope and lampmen, and care must be taken that this mark corres- 
ponds with the one below, as well as that all the marks are accurately adjusted to the lowcst one. 

* A north or unnth direction i~ reckonccl nnfnvorable, hecnnne, morning nod evening, the Rnn will citlier ahine on 
the her or tbcre will be wont of light. There evil@ may he modified by plncing the tents at oue side during those 
penoh ,  eo FW to lhrow n long shadow over the appnrntofl. 

t The vnnl;,etl yassnge must he closcd up with wnlls of mmonry nt cnrh end, oftcr Lhe work is done, so ns to pro- 
tect Ihe mn~ks  eDcclnr~ly. In  1 . h ~  cnse of simple plntforms, the ~nnrks should be protected by monnds of earth or 
piles of elone. 

f The inscription or record is nsuaUy written with Indian ink on parchment placed in a bottle well corked and fleslcd. 
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When the section stations are built beforehand, they must be accurately aligned. The 
boning instrument is the most convenient for this purpose. I t  is placed in the line 20 feet in rear 
of one end, and being levelled and adjusted, the telescope is to be directed upon the heliotrope a t  
the other end and clamped in azimuth. I t  is then brought to view the near mark and adjusted 
laterally till i t  is placed truly in the line by successive trials, viewing alternately the further and 
near ends. The telescope having thus been adjusted to  range accurately along the base, it  is 
obvious that an object, placed at an intermediate section station, may be aligned. 

The proper object to  be used for this purpose is a small referring sight-vane with a helio- 
trope aperture of 4 inch. This being brought into line b y  signals ni th flags, a picket must be 
driven nearly flush with the ground, and into the head of this picket, a small wire or nail must 
be driven to mark the exact position of the line. 

When a base is subdivided into three sections by two intermediate stations, each should be 
aligned from the end of the base nearest to i t ;  but if there be more than two stations, those nearest 
each end must first be fixed and from them the others successively, care being taken to verify 
the alignment. 

On account of the distance of the section stations and the delicacy aimed at, the operation 
of alignment can only be satisfactorily performed about 4 o'clock in the afternoon during fine 
weather. I n  general, the mark can be satisfactorily fixed by direct observation from the end of the 
base, but should circumstances prevent it, then one or more intermediate points of alignment may 
be used. 

At  the Bidar Base, after the section stations had been establislled as above described, the 
Great Theodolite was set up over them to verify and correct the line by angular measurement. No 
particular advantage was gained by this expedient, and it appeared that direct vision with a 
powerful telescope is the best means of aligning. 

When the boning instrument is not available, the Great Theodolite may be set up over the 
ends of the base and its telescope used to align the section stations. 

The most favorable soil for measurement is a light sandy loam, which, being free from 
tremor, admits of pins and pickets being driven to a sufficient depth. Clay, bcing apt to crack in  
dry weather, cannot be considered immovable. Black cotton soil is so unsteady that pin registers 
must be used when it occurs, and also pickets for the trestles when needed. Rocky ground is 
perhaps steadiest of all, but pins cannot be conveniently driven into it. No base has been measured 
at any time over sand, but it would no doubt be practicable to work over i t  by the aid of pickets 
sufficiently long to ensure stability. 

When a line has been finally chosen, i t  must be carefully traced along the ground by pins 
at short intervals, say 100 yards apart, and a space of 10 feet being marked off on either side by 
a slight trench, the intermediate ground, 20 feet broad between the lockspit lines, must be cleared 
of all obstructions. The earth from the trench marks sl~ould be cast off the line. 'L'urf must be 
removed from a spnce 6 feet broad or 3 feet on each side of the line. All rat holes or other 
burrowed ground, within the 6 feet space, must be dug up, filled and rammed hard. 

The person, who selects the line, should take a sufficient number of elevations to give a 
rough section of the ground, and the gre~tes t  ratio of slope or difference of level should be as- 
certained as an element for arranging the height of trestles required for the base measul.eme~~t. 
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